Based on the linear coupling term in the non-relativistic quantum theory of matter-photon interactions, the coupling of a finite dimensional quantum system (finitely many finite-level atoms) with the boson gas (radiation field) in thermal equilibrium by means of perturbation theoretical methods is calculated. For the perturbation term of the Dyson expansion the unbounded interaction operator is taken. By a detailed analysis of the perturbation integrals and series, it is possible to derive the trace-class property of e 'ß , where H is the corresponding hamiltonian of the interacting systems and ß the inverse temperature.
Introduction
In quantum optics for many approximative treat ments of the radiation field interacting with matter, in the fundamental hamiltonian the A2-term may be sup pressed. The arguments range from perturbation the ory to selection rules to canonical transformations. Using the linear coupling term as the interaction, we study a system of finitely many finite-level atoms cou pled to the quantized electromagnetic field in thermal equilibrium. We particularly ask in which cases it is possible to formulate the equilibrium situation in the Fock representation. As far as we know, rigorous re sults concerning this question are unknown in the literature. In the tensor product of a finite-dimensional Hilbert space =# and the Fock space there is no possibility for collective phenomena, phase transitions and superradiance. The present work indicates those equilibrium situations in which no such phenomena can appear. The radiation field has to be quantized in a bounded cavity so that the lowest (eigen-)frequency is strictly positive. The above mentioned phenomena then may appear in the thermodynamic limit, where one or both, the lattice system of the atoms or the photon system, are taken in the infinite volume limit. E.g. in [1] the limit for the (two-level) atoms is worked out, but only with a finite number of fixed radiation modes (ultraviolet cutoff), whereas in [2] (and in [3] for Reprint requests to R. Honegger, Institut für Theoretische Physik der Universität Tübingen, Auf der Morgenstelle 14, D-7400 Tübingen, Germany. the ground states) the limit for the photon part -the two-level atom has been kept fixed -may lead to coupling constants with a singular infrared behaviour (infrared divergence), which gives rise to a discussion of the chirality of molecules [4] . The present approach to the treatment of the equilibrium problem in Fock space (exactly, in the tensor product with Jf) uses perturbation theoretical methods and leads to a Dyson expansion for the exponential of the hamil tonian times minus the half inverse temperature, which converges with respect to the very strong Hilbert-Schmidt norm. Because of the unboundedness of the perturbation operator (interaction), the expan sion is also of great mathematical interest.
Let us consider an assembly of finitely many atoms interacting with the quantized electromagnetic field. We assume the field to be enclosed in a cavity A (A cz IR3, open and bounded) with a sufficiently smooth boundary. For the atoms we take the finitelevel approximation (cf. also [3] , [5] ). Then the various approximations of the radiation field neglecting the A2-term (cf. [6] , [7] , etc.) are summarized in the formal hamiltonian . H v is the unit in M(JVx N) and t r the unit of the yet to be specified Hilbert space of the radiation field. The an and a* denote the annihilation and creation operators of the modes u"1 and they obey the usual canonical commutation relations. The /.J,k) represent the coupling constants between the atoms and the modes u" of the radiation field. Let the frequencies con, n e N 0, be arranged in increasing order and assume the bound ary condition such that co0 is strictly positive, i.e.
If SA denotes the square root of the Laplacian times ch, then 5,,u" = h wu, and SA is a selfadjoint strictly-positive operator acting in the sub-Hilbert space J f of L2 (A, (C3) spanned by the modes (u" | n e N 0}. J f com monly is called the one-photon Hilbert space or the one-photon testfunction space and the one-photon hamiltonian.
A similar formal hamiltonian is obtained, if the elec tromagnetic field is quantized in the whole euclidean space IR3.
So far we have ignored the task of specifying an appropriate Hilbert space concerning the radiation field. In virtue of the infinite number of degrees of freedom involved, this is not a priori a well-defined affair. Here, as mentioned above, we are exclusively interested in the thermal equilibrium of the interacting atom-radiation system. Even, if the field is quantized in the whole IR3, the equilibrium states of the free radiation field cannot be formulated in Fock space (cf. e.g. [8] and Section 3), so in this case there is no possi bility of formulating the equilibrium situation of the interacting system in the tensor product of <EA and the Fock space over {f e L2(R3, <F3)| V • f=0}. In [9] the general equilibrium situation is investigated by means of perturbation theoretical methods in the GNS-representation of the non-interacting composite system2.
And in [11] are discussed the equilibrium states of the spin-boson model (N = 2) with the radiation field in the whole one-dimensional euclidean space IR. In the general case, because it is not possible to give 00 X hcona*an= : Hr a rigorous meaning in the GNSn = o Hilbert space, one has to replace Hr by a (GNS-)renormalized version, which is obtained by considering the dynamical problem in the Heisenberg picture. The present work is devoted to the question under which circumstances the equilibrium situation associated with (1.1) can be formulated in Fock space. It is well known that the quantization of the free electromag netic field in a bounded cavity A yields tr(e -ßsA\ _ I e n = 0 -ßtia). for each inverse <°° .
. o n !-3 temperature p > 0 , which together with (1.2) is equivalent to e~ßHr being a well-defined positive trace-class operator on Fock space (cf. [12, Proposition 5.2 .27] and Section 3). We remark that Hr is the second quantization of (cf. [12, p. 8] and Section 2). Hence the equilibrium states of the quantized free radiation field enclosed in A are given in the Fock representation by the density oper ators e~ßI'r/tr(e~ßHr). Because of this reason we re strict our quantization of the field to a bounded region A of the euclidean space IR3. Realistic estimations (see also [3] Because for the radiation field we take a very arbitrary cavity A and not only a simple box, it is not possible to distinguish specific directions of polarization, and hence the polarization is involved in the vector character of the modes u".
2 There are used operator algebraic methods and one starts with the C*-algebra of the canonical commutation relations -the so-called Weyl algebra ü ~ (cf. Section 2) -over a infinite number of degrees of freedom (testfunction space), which represents the essential physical observables. The GNS-representation [10, Theorem 2.3.16] of it associated with the equilibrium state of the free electromagnetic field is not unitarily equivalent to the Fock representation of H' and quasi-equivalent to the Fock representation, if and only if the equilibrium state is normal to the Fock representation, that is, can be defined by a density operator on the Fock space (cf. also Section 3). shortly H = A < g> t r + t N < g> Hr m + X {Bk ® aU<k)) + B* (X ) a*(/}k))}.
(1.4) k= 1 =Tp It is not at all clear whether e~ßH is of trace-class, and if it then can be used for the definition of the equilibrium state of the interacting atom-photon sys tem. Now, the main result of the present paper is, that for arbitrary coupling constants A(k> satisfying oc X Is.( "k)\2 < oo for each k e {1,..., m}, or equivalently n = 0 Aik) e J f , the operator e~ßH indeed is of trace-class on <CV (x) For the treatment of the problem we J H use a Dyson expansion for e 2 and regard the linear coupling term P as a perturbation. Despite the unboundedness of P, which arises from the unboundedness of the boson-annihilation and -creation opera tors, we show the convergence of the integrals and series in the perturbation expansion to be valid with respect to the Hilbert-Schmidt norm. This surprising _ß t, result yields e 2 to be Hilbert-Schmidt, and con sequently e~ßH is trace-class in (CiV (g) J^(Jf). Now it is obvious to define the temperature states associated with the model hamiltonian H from (1.4) by the den sity operators e~ßH/tr(e~ßH). These states agree with those obtained in [9] however in the GNS-representation. In some forthcoming publications (e.g. in the model of the Josephson junction weakly coupled to the microwave radiation) will be worked out the simultaneous infinite volume limits (number of the atoms ->oo, cavity A -► IR3), which allow some kind of singular infrared behaviour for the limit coupling con stants. Also the investigation of KMS-properties of the equilibrium states is deferred to a subsequent work.
In detail we proceed as follows. In the next section we summarize some required facts about states on the boson C*-Weyl algebra (describing the essential observables of the quantized electromagnetic field) and about Fock space. In the third section the expec tation value functionals of the temperature states of the boson system (radiation field in the cavity A) are extended to unbounded field observables. As the cen tral part of the present work, the selfadjointness and lower-boundedness of the interacting hamiltonian H J " and the Dyson expansion of e 2 are investigated in Section 4.
Representations of the CCR
In this section we establish our notation and also recall some required basic facts.
Let £ be a complex pre-Hilbert space with inner product < .,.) (linear in the second factor) and iV(E) the Weyl algebra over E, generated by Weyl operators W(f), f e E ( [12, p. 20] ). In the GNS-representation (no), Jfu, Qc)) of a regular state co on if\E), via Stone's theorem, the existence of selfadjoint field operators ( P jf ) such that n j W ( t f ) = eit0"Af) VreIR is en sured. Using the 4>w( /) one constructs the (smeared) annihilation and creation operators associated with a> a J f ) :=^= r ( < P J f ) + i4>Jif)), 1/2 1/2
They are densely defined, closed, it is a^(/)* = a*(f), fi->a(0( f ) is antilinear and is linear and they fulfill the canonical commutation relations (CCR)
on a dense domain; for a proof see [12] Lemma 5.2.12. For analytic states co the cyclic vector is in the domain of each polynomial of the field operators. This leads to a very natural extension of co to polynomials of the unbounded field observables <£"(/), f e E , co(A<PJf1)...< P J fn)) (2.1)
:=<Qm, n a (A) 4>w( / x)... 4>w(/B) ß w>.
A special kind of entire analytic states are the gauge-invariant quasi-free states on # (£), which are determined by positive sesquilinear forms t on E with a>(IF(/)) = e x p { -i ||/ ||2-^( / , / ) } V/e E, (2.2) in which case we have t(f, g) = co{a*(g) a j f )) V f,geE (see e.g. [13] ).
If f = 0 we obtain in (2.2) the Fock state co^, whose GNS-representation is given by the Bose-Fock space 00 J% (Jf)= © P+(® "Jf), the Fock-Weyl operators n = 0 nA W (f)) = W^(f) and the vacuum vector (1, 0, 0,...). J f is the completion of E, P+ de notes the symmetrisation operator and ® " jf the nfold tensor product of JT with itself. The (smeared) field, annihilation and creation operators in Fock space are denoted by <£(/), a (f) and a*(f). For the selfadjoint operator A on J f we use Segal's notation dr(A) for its seond quantization (see [12, p. 8] ). If A has purely discrete spectrum, then dr(A )= £ ena*(en)a(en) n = 0 in the strong resolvent sense, where Aen = enen, n e N 0. It is N = d f(l) for the number operator.
The Free Boson Field in Thermal Equilibrium
Let X be the one-particle Hilbert space and S the selfadjoint hamiltonian of a single boson (photon), satisfying the conditions (I) exp{ -ßS) is trace-class on JT for the inverse temperature ß>0. (II) S > 0, that is (tyV, S (//> > 0 Vi//e J f \ {0}, and which by the spectral calculus is equivalent to S > 0 not having zero as its eigenvalue.
We remark, by (1.2) and (1.3) for each inverse tem perature ß > 0 these two conditions are fulfilled for the selfadjoint operator S^ defined in the introduction. In the sequel we use the notations a + (f) :=a*(f) and a~(f) := a (f) for the Fock creation and annihila tion operators and ||. ||HS for the Hilbert-Schmidt norm. Moreover, for t > 0 and n e N w e define £/">:= {t = {t1, . . . , t n) e K n\0 < t1< ---< tn<t} . (ii) If S satisfies the conditions (I) and (II) for some ß > 0 , then for each t e the operator Aß J 2 j"(t) is Hilbert-Schmidt on ^( J f ) . Moreover, there are constants a ,b > 0, independent on n, vl5..., vn and f \ ,.. , f n (only dependent on S and ß j , such that by analogous estimates one can easily check, that the operator is already closed for tn < t. The stated conti nuity property follows analogously to the proof part (ii) (e) below.
(ii) For the proof of (ii) we need several steps, Clearly the same result is obtained by the formal calculation, for which we use the relation e~rG erG operators. An answer gives the formula n\ = a±(^xSg):
then use the CCR for normally ordering and finally J ° ŵ ith (3.6) bring e " 2' in the middle between the which with use of the CCR is proven by induction [16] , creation and annihilation operators.
Consequently, the number of the summands with the Because of || e " rS g || < || g || V t> 0 with (c) and the same number N = n " 2k o f' creatlon Plus annihllatl0n , c , , i c .i operators is less than Cauchy-Schwarz inequality each summand of the K normally ordered linear combination of Aß J 2 j n(t) n\ (n -2k is estimated in the Hilbert-Schmidt norm by (2/c)" (n -2/c)' =0 V J abN|/jv! ||/ x|| . . . | | / J , where N e {«, n -2 , n -4 , ...} denotes the number of the creation plus the annihila-_______' _____ 2"~2k tion operators appearing in the summand. As a side result of the above proof we have the estimation < ab" \/n ! || f\ || ... || /"
for each vfc e {-, + } and fk e J f and arbitrary n e N. from which one easily deduces two corollaries. Using Lemma 3.1 we can extend the Gibbs state oj of (3.2) to polynomials of Fock annihilation and ereation operators a(g) and a* (g). If P is such a polynoand the same Polynomial in a j f ) and a*Jf),
mial. we define the extension by to{AP) \= ß G -ß G tr\e 2 n ? (A )P e 2 tr(e -ßG\ then co(AP) = a)(APJ V/4 e tT(jT).
AgHAjT).
Perturbation Expansions
Because of Corollary 3.3 this extension agrees with the In this section we first treat the selfadjointness and one defined by (2.1): If P is a polynomial in a (f) and the lower-boundedness of the perturbed hamiltonian from (1.4). Then we investigate the Hilbert-Schmidt properties stated in the introduction. By O we denote the algebraic tensor product. The proof of Lemma 4.1 is inspired by a similar proof due to Davies [18] for form perturbations.
Now we arrive at the main theorem of the present work. Remember the definition of the set E\n), which is given in (3.3) . (ii) Let J f be finite dimensional. If for some ß > 0 the operator e~fiS is trace-class, then Ö<"/2(f)e HS (Jf (xK^pf)) Vre £j)>2
and the map Q^ßh ( 0 's continuous in the Hilbert-Schmidt norm and for t = ßjl in (4.2) the integrals and the series converge with respect to -ß H the Hilbert-Schmidt norm. Consequently e 2 is norm. Using j df = -we have Hilbert-Schmidt. t" |{7!n,|| < e' (2 IIB II \\f\\tc tr R em ark: Because of S>e0U the operator S 2 is bounded and thus 9)(S 2) = jT. Consequently, by Lemma 4.1 H is selfadjoint and bounded from below. Consequently £ U\n) converges in the operator norm.
oc n = 0 Proof: For a better survey we first prove the theorem Let Vt := Z u \n)-The Proof that K K = K + , for all for m = 1 and later on we consider the general case. s> , > 0 is straightforward. Now proceed similar to [19, Fhus let be P = B ® a(f) + B* ® a*(/') and B+:= B*, p 69] to determine the generator of the semigroup B := B .
(i) Let us write v = (v1,..., v") with vfc e {-, +} and set f0:= 0. We get by multiplying out (ii) Because J f is finite dimensional, the Hilbert-^ Schmidt norm on if(J^) = HS(Jf) is equivalent to Q" (*) = Z ^ n (e 'k 1 B k)e '" 1 (4.3) usuaj operator norm, that is, there exist some " \ d>0, such that \\X\\HS< d ||X|| for all X e By n (e-,' -t-)CflN / ) ) e -,'-» ,G . 
